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tics,﻿ and﻿Communication﻿ and﻿ Information﻿ Studies,﻿ all﻿ united﻿ in﻿ a﻿ common﻿
interest﻿in﻿“texts.”﻿
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changes﻿ in﻿ the﻿ physical﻿ appearances﻿ and﻿ contexts﻿ of﻿ literary,﻿ philosophical﻿
and﻿religious﻿texts﻿over﻿time.﻿This﻿section﻿seeks﻿to﻿evaluate﻿the﻿merits﻿of﻿this﻿





this﻿ exalted﻿ status,﻿we﻿ find﻿quotations﻿of﻿ her﻿poems﻿ in﻿many﻿ later﻿ classical﻿
authors.﻿Together﻿with﻿papyrus﻿finds,﻿these﻿quotations﻿make﻿up﻿for﻿our﻿lack﻿of﻿
















in﻿ 1989.﻿ Karina﻿ van﻿ Dalen-Oskam﻿ in﻿ her﻿ article﻿ looks﻿ back﻿ at﻿ Cerquiglini’s﻿
prediction﻿concerning﻿the﻿role﻿of﻿the﻿computer﻿in﻿such﻿text﻿editions﻿and﻿com-
pares﻿ his﻿ expectations﻿ with﻿ the﻿ current﻿ state﻿ of﻿ the﻿ art﻿ in﻿ digital﻿ textual﻿
scholarship.﻿She﻿shows﻿where﻿ the﻿current﻿situation﻿proves﻿Cerquiglini﻿ right,﻿




rhyme,﻿ the﻿ so-called﻿Rijmbijbel,﻿written﻿by﻿ Jacob﻿van﻿Maerlant﻿ in﻿ 1271﻿BC.﻿ It﻿
demonstrates﻿ how﻿multivariate﻿ approaches﻿ such﻿ as﻿ cluster﻿ observation﻿ and﻿




























ern﻿ authors﻿ or﻿ the﻿ way﻿ we﻿ know﻿ other﻿ modern﻿ novels﻿ have﻿ been﻿ written.﻿
Alexander﻿uses﻿ the﻿ findings﻿of﻿New﻿Philology,﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿ the﻿concept﻿of﻿ the﻿
palimpsest﻿(a﻿manuscript﻿that﻿has﻿been﻿written﻿over﻿with﻿a﻿new﻿text),﻿to﻿argue﻿
for﻿the﻿significance﻿of﻿these﻿earlier,﻿creative﻿versions﻿of﻿a﻿text.﻿Together﻿these﻿


































when﻿might﻿ is﻿ used﻿ to﻿ express﻿ the﻿doubt﻿ of﻿ a﻿ character,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ almost﻿ always﻿




















partial﻿ direct﻿ quotes,﻿ and﻿ of﻿ indirect﻿ representations﻿ of﻿ people’s﻿ spoken﻿ or﻿
written﻿words﻿in﻿news﻿stories.﻿These﻿indirect﻿representations﻿in﻿which﻿people’s﻿
words﻿are﻿paraphrased﻿by﻿ the﻿ journalist,﻿ appear﻿ to﻿be﻿used﻿ to﻿ summarize﻿a﻿
source’s﻿ position﻿ on﻿ an﻿ issue.﻿ Such﻿ paraphrases﻿ are﻿ often﻿ alternated﻿ with﻿
(semi-)direct﻿quotations﻿of﻿the﻿source.﻿Partial﻿direct﻿quotes,﻿such﻿as:﻿The min-
















José﻿ Sanders﻿ and﻿Hans﻿Hoeken﻿ focus﻿ in﻿ their﻿ contribution﻿ on﻿ the﻿ function﻿
such﻿ reconstructions﻿may﻿ serve﻿ and﻿on﻿ the﻿ kind﻿of﻿ impact﻿ that﻿ these﻿ story﻿
telling﻿ techniques﻿may﻿ have.﻿ It﻿ has﻿ been﻿ claimed﻿ that﻿ the﻿most﻿ important﻿
function﻿of﻿language﻿is﻿the﻿exchange﻿of﻿social﻿information.﻿Nowadays,﻿journal-
ists﻿play﻿an﻿important﻿role﻿in﻿the﻿exchange﻿of﻿such﻿information.﻿They﻿function﻿





























tion﻿ is﻿provided﻿ that﻿makes﻿ the﻿ character﻿more﻿ likeable;﻿ in﻿ another﻿ version﻿
information﻿ is﻿ given﻿ that﻿makes﻿him﻿rather﻿unsympathetic.﻿A﻿ third﻿version,﻿
which﻿served﻿as﻿a﻿control,﻿is﻿relatively﻿neutral﻿about﻿the﻿character’s﻿likeability.﻿








































what﻿we﻿wish﻿ to﻿communicate.﻿ In﻿everyday﻿ life,﻿ the﻿way﻿ in﻿which﻿texts﻿and﻿
images﻿collaborate﻿poses﻿few﻿problems.﻿We﻿have﻿learned,﻿and﻿therefore﻿intui-
tively﻿understand,﻿how﻿words﻿and﻿texts﻿interact﻿in﻿such﻿cases﻿as﻿traffic﻿signs,﻿
user’s﻿manuals,﻿ encyclopedia﻿ entries﻿ or﻿ advertisements.﻿ However,﻿ when﻿we﻿
turn﻿to﻿historical﻿examples,﻿we﻿see﻿that﻿our﻿intuition﻿abandons﻿us﻿quickly.﻿Ba-
roque﻿emblem﻿books,﻿for﻿example,﻿in﻿which﻿a﻿title,﻿an﻿often﻿deliberately﻿cryp-









text﻿ either﻿ add﻿ to,﻿ or﻿ instead﻿merely﻿ explicate,﻿ the﻿meaning﻿ of﻿ the﻿ images?﻿























dalene’s﻿ conversion﻿ in﻿ Renaissance﻿ painting﻿ and﻿ mediaeval﻿ sacred﻿ drama.﻿
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Cassander’s﻿De officio pii viri﻿in﻿the﻿same﻿time﻿period.﻿
Camille﻿Joseph’s﻿essay,﻿entitled﻿“Illustrating﻿the﻿Anthropological﻿Text,”﻿ana-
lyzes﻿ the﻿use﻿made﻿by﻿ the﻿American﻿anthropologist﻿Franz﻿Boas﻿of﻿drawings﻿











































Reception and Literary Infrastructure
The﻿three﻿contributions﻿in﻿the﻿final﻿section﻿of﻿this﻿book﻿look﻿at﻿different﻿as-
pects﻿of﻿the﻿reception﻿of﻿texts﻿that﻿influence﻿their﻿understanding.﻿Sabrina﻿Cor-
bellini﻿ and﻿ Margriet﻿ Hoogvliet﻿ discuss﻿ the﻿ dynamics﻿ of﻿ the﻿ process﻿ of﻿
translation,﻿transmission﻿and﻿reception﻿of﻿the﻿Latin﻿Bible﻿into﻿the﻿vernaculars﻿
during﻿the﻿late﻿Middle﻿Ages.﻿Next﻿to﻿the﻿clergy﻿which﻿traditionally﻿used﻿Latin﻿
as﻿ its﻿ language,﻿ a﻿ respublica laicorum﻿ for﻿which﻿ the﻿ vernacular﻿was﻿ the﻿ lan-
guage﻿of﻿communication,﻿developed﻿in﻿this﻿period.﻿This﻿cultural﻿transforma-
tion,﻿which﻿ started﻿ in﻿ France﻿ and﻿ Italy,﻿ has﻿ been﻿much﻿ discussed﻿ in﻿ recent﻿
research,﻿especially﻿with﻿regard﻿to﻿didactic﻿and﻿moralizing﻿literature.﻿Corbel-





















































different,﻿philosophical﻿ ideas﻿of﻿ two﻿of﻿his﻿ later﻿ readers,﻿Ramus﻿and﻿Kepler,﻿
Laurens﻿Ham﻿in﻿his﻿contribution﻿to﻿this﻿volume﻿attributes﻿the﻿lack﻿of﻿consen-
sus﻿among﻿modern﻿critics﻿ about﻿ the﻿meaning﻿of﻿Max Havelaar,﻿ the﻿ famous﻿
novel﻿ of﻿ the﻿ nineteenth-century﻿ Dutch﻿ writer﻿ Multatuli﻿ (Eduard﻿ Douwes﻿
Dekker),﻿ to﻿ the﻿ambivalent﻿ and﻿complicated﻿ relationship﻿ the﻿author﻿adopts﻿
towards﻿his﻿readers.﻿Multatuli’s﻿works﻿provoke﻿discussion﻿in﻿every﻿new﻿gene-







In﻿ his﻿ contribution﻿Ham﻿ focuses﻿ on﻿ a﻿ pamphlet﻿Multatuli﻿wrote﻿ in﻿ 1861,﻿
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